Have yourself a Knebworth Merry Christmas!
When I came across this box set, of the legendary Stones 76
Knebworth show, by chance on the net, it felt liked all my
Christmases came at once at an amazingly reasonable fifty quid! This
surely can’t be true….
The set boasts no less than eight CDs with recordings of the day
including the full Stones set as well as exciting other acts going on before them
such as Hot Tuna, Lynyrd Skynyrd and 10CC. As a bonus, you get the full New
Barbarians set on CD from 1979 and a digital Led Zep ’79 souvenir with an
interview and slides from their show. There are three DVDs with exclusive
footage in, up and around the shows (incl. the Stones) and a 330 page book
telling the history of the 1969-1976 Bath & Knebworth festivals through the
eyes of organiser Freddy Bannister (as also stated on the silver presentation
box). Furthermore, there is a festival T-shirt for you to wear, a reproduction of
the ’76 tour programme to flick through, a repro of the original flyer and ticket,
12 fine glossy Stones pics of the show to frame and a smart poster advertising
the legendary event to pin on your wall.
This is quite simply the ultimate fan package anyone can hope for – a box
set worthy of celebrating Knebworth 1976 in all its splendour! And we’re
stressing fan here as, even though you should not expect HD DVD or
remastered CD sound quality, the analogue sounds and vision within this box set
is more than adequate to take you back to that magical time back in ’76. And for
those who look beyond the Stones there’s some truly amazing music-making to
be found in the support slots, which at times even have a better sound quality!
In the independent recordings ratings the set probably ranges a score of good
to very good in overall sound and vision quality these days but I most definitely
would add elements of excellence to that in terms of authenticity – and that’s
because it comes straight from the source.
This set has been lovingly compiled by Freddy Bannister himself and his
family and it is a beautiful dedication to this man’s legacy with 1976 no doubt
being the crown on his work when he managed to stage the Stones.

So get one for Christmas, hey … buy some for your friends & family or
buy one as an investment. Whatever you do; simply enjoy this fantastic set! But
hurry….this ultimate little bargain won’t last (it can’t be Christmas forever!)
http://www.rockmusicmemorabilia.com/productdetails.php?catid=1&pid=1

The CDs:
1. The Don Harrison Band.
2. Todd Rundgren’s Utopia.
3. Lynyrd Skynyrd.
4. Hot Tuna.
5. 10CC.
6. The Rolling Stones (1).
7. The Rolling Stones (2).
8. The New Barbarians (1979 show)

The DVDs:
1. The Spirit of Knebworth – as described in the notes:
“A 54 mins DVD covering the various Knebworth festivals between 19741979. Including rare footage from the 1975 Pink Floyd Knebworth show.
The 1978 Genesis show with interviews, sound check and part of their

performance. Also the Rolling Stones 1976 fair plus Lynyrd Skynyrd
(including probably their best ever performance of Freebird). And also
Led Zeppelin from their 1979 shows.”
2. 10CC at the Knebworth Fair – with (part of) I’m Not In Love and Rubber

Bullets.
3. The Rolling Stones Knebworth Fair – Featuring 8 songs (some in part!) incl.
the rare live outings of Little Red Rooster and Route 66.

